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Abstract—According to some utility schedules, the electricity
rate is variable such that homes may be encouraged to buy and
store power in a battery when it is inexpensive, and self-consume
or sell to the grid during other times. Power arbitrage through
a battery energy storage (BES), can help maintain consumer
comfort and minimize residential electricity bills. This paper
reports the calculated daily energy costs incurred by different
types of homes for a given utility electricity rate schedule. The
homes exchange power among each other behind a section of
the distribution network. A free market system is formed and
the electricity rate is a function of time, depending on the
instantaneous supply and demand of power. A real time control
for the BES based on its state of charge, residential power
demand, and electricity rate is proposed. Relative savings in
homes are achieved through rooftop solar photovoltaic systems,
or BES, or both. It is shown that all types of houses benefit from
the transactive power flow.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, residences with large installed capacity
rooftop solar photovoltaic (PV) systems have become significant distributed energy resources. However, due to the
unpredictability and high vulnerability to weather variation,
PV systems have undesirable impacts on the power system
especially when they are congregated, and their increasing
penetration further exacerbates these issues [1], [2].
Solar PV systems typically produce their peak power at
midday, and generally the maximum residential load occurs in
the evening. This translates to an influx of power into the grid
during the day, and large load demands in the evening, creating
the undesirable typical “duck curve”. This non uniform load
behavior creates issues of distribution network overloading,
and requires a highly flexible power system, which has cost
implications for the utility company.
Methods of addressing the duck curve and associated challenges include load shifting, and addition of storage [3]–[6].
Time of use (TOU) rates aim to shift the load from peak to
off-peak hours. Battery energy storage (BES) can additionally
be used for arbitrage, leading to savings in the customer’s electricity bill. Individual houses have different energy demands
due to varying consumer habits, therefore, sharing power
among homes, behind a section of the distribution network,
achieves load shaving from the perspective of the grid, and

the benefit to the customer is reduced electricity bills. In one
study, it was found that community energy costs reduce by
about 30% for a moderate level of PV penetration [7]. Peer to
peer power trading, or transactive power flow is facilitated by
an aggregator which provides a platform to distribute energy
among different houses according to the willingness of the
houses to buy or sell energy at a certain time point [8], [9].
This paper proposes a district system with different types
of homes and an aggregator. The considered cases include
homes with solar PV resources but no BES, and homes which
feature both solar panels and BES. Also included are homes
with only BES, and conventional residences with no solar PV
generation or BES. Twelve houses in total are considered,
and instantaneous load profiles are calculated by BEopt and
EnergyPlus. A real time BES control scheme is proposed for
home energy balance. The daily energy costs for four different
types of homes on two representative days in summer and
winter are evaluated.
II. T RANSACTIVE P OWER F LOW
Power flow between the houses behind a section of the
distribution network is facilitated by the aggregator (Fig. 1).
The bidding scheme, which defines the relationship between
the energy bought and its rate for each house is received at
the aggregator and it decides the real time rate and energy
distribution.
The bidding scheme for each home is represented by a
straight line, as follows,
Ei = ai · ri + bi ,

i = 1, 2, ..., n,

(1)

where Ei , the energy assigned to house i; ri , the electricity
rate; ai and bi are coefficients.
Behind the aggregated sectional distribution network, the
net energy assigned to all the houses is set to zero to ensure
transactive power flow, therefore,
n
X

Ei = 0.

(2)

i=1

The electricity rate at one instant of time, r, which is equal
for all houses, is decided by solving (1) and (2) as follows,
P
bi
rb < r < rs , (3)
r = − P , i = 1, 2, ..., n,
ai
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the proposed grid distribution and
aggregator scheme. All houses participate in the aggregation, which is
responsible for deciding the electricity rate and power distribution according
to the bidding schemes. Four types of houses, namely, conventional houses
without BES and PV, houses having BES only, houses having PV only, and
houses with both BES and PV, are considered.

Figure 3. Bidding schemes of the same house under different SOCs of the
BES. The SOCs increase from top to bottom. The energy bought depends
on the rate at the aggregator, except for the two extreme situations when the
battery SOC is at the minimum or maximum, in this case, 0% or 100%.

the maximum BES power is 7kW and the simulation step, 5
minutes.
The home energy management (HEM) system decides the
BES power and energy from the grid at each time step from
three real time estimations (Fig. 4). In the first, the BES
power is calculated from the PV generation, house load, and
aggregator power. The power balance for each house gives,
PP V (t) + PBES (t) + PG (t) + PA (t) = PH (t),

Figure 2. Aggregator decision of electricity rate and energy distribution based
on instantaneous bidding schemes, represented by a line for each of the 12houses. The electricity rate at the aggregator is such that the total sold energy
is equal to the bought energy, as illustrated by the bold line. At this time, the
rate is $0.125.

where rb and rs are the rates offered by the grid to the
houses for buying and selling electricity, respectively. It is
worth noting that solving (1) and (2) might result in a rate
lower than rb or higher than rs . The houses will trade power
directly with the grid under such circumstances, and therefore
the rate decided by the aggregator is bounded by rb and rs .
The energy assignment among houses is decided by substituting the rate decided by the aggregator from (3) in (1) (Fig.
2).
III. H OME E NERGY M ANAGEMENT
The bidding scheme for each house depends on the SOC
of the BES (Fig. 3). It is observed that for lower SOCs at the
same price, the house is more likely to buy power. At the same
battery SOC, homes shift from buying to selling power as the
electricity rate increases. In two extreme situations when SOC
is 0% or 100%, homes only buy or sell power regardless of
the price.
In this case, the maximum energy bought from the aggregator is limited to 0.58kWh for each time step assuming

(4)

where PP V (t), the PV generation; PBES (t), BES power;
PG (t), power from the grid; PA (t), power from the aggregator;
PH (t), home load demand.
In the second estimation, the BES power is limited to its
maximum and in the third, the available amount of BES energy
is defined as:
EBES |t = EBES |t−1 + PBES (t) · ∆t.

(5)

If the BES power or the available energy cannot meet the
requirements imposed by power balance, the house needs to
buy deficit energy from the grid. The total energy cost for each
house within a specified time interval is the sum of the cost
of buying from the aggregator and grid, as follows:
p(t) = EA |t · r(t) + EG |t · rG (t),

(6)

where p(t), the electricity price; EA , the energy bought from
the aggregator; r(t), aggregator rate acquired from (3); EG ,
energy bought from the grid; rG (t), grid rate, which is rs and
rb when the grid is selling and buying, respectively. At the
end of the day, the energy stored in the BES is sold to the
grid at the rate rb , and therefore, the daily cost, pT is,
pT =

tX
max

p(t) − EBES |tmax · rb (tmax ),

(7)

t=1

IV. C ASE S TUDY
A neighborhood comprising 12-houses is analyzed and four
different houses types, namely, conventional residences which
have no solar PV and BES; homes with BES but no PV;

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Different load profiles of the houses in (a) a winter day; (b) a
summer day. The house loads are acquired from BEopt and EnergyPlus. The
‘humps’ in the profile are due to the operation of the electrical water heater.

Figure 4. Flow chart for the proposed home energy management scheme.
Three real time estimation stages are required to schedule the BES power. The
bidding scheme and energy from the grid are decided at the end of each time
step. The equations used for estimation is within the blocks in parentheses.

those with PV alone and those having both PV and BES are
studied. The four types are referred to as ‘Conventional’, ‘BES
only’, ‘PV only’, ‘BES and PV’, respectively. Each type has
3-different load profiles, denoted by L1 , L2 , L3 for winter, and
L4 , L5 , L6 for summer (Fig. 5). The house loads are calculated
from building models developed in BEopt and EnergyPlus, and
the weather data is from Sacramento, CA. Houses 1, 4, 7, 10
have the load profile L1 and L4 , houses 2, 5, 8, 11, L2 and
L5 , houses 3, 6, 9, 12 have L3 and L6 (Fig. 6(a), Fig. 7(a)).
The PV rating is 10kW and BES rating is 13.5kWh/7kW, in
line with those available from commercial manufactures. The
initial BES energy is set to 50% of the capacity. The simulation
time step is 5 minutes in this study.
All the houses consume net energy from the grid on the
studied winter day (Fig. 6). The benefits of transactive power
flow can be inferred from the fact that the total daily energy

cost is reduced by approximately 11%. The ‘BES only’
type has the most energy cost reduction, of approximately
15%. Other types, ‘Conventional’, ‘PV only’, ‘BES and PV’
reduce the daily energy cost by approximately 6%, 13%, 13%,
respectively.
On the studied summer day, houses with PV panels behave
like generators and sell energy to the grid, and gain increased
revenue with transactive power flow. An interesting finding is
that homes with no PV generation, i.e. house types ‘Conventional’ and ‘BES only’ also have reduced daily energy costs
due to power exchange between homes (Fig. 7). The houses
selling electricity gain approximately 20% more and houses
buying power spend around 30% less owing to the transactive
power flow. The ‘BES only’ type reduces energy cost by 43%,
the highest improvement among all house types.
V. C ONCLUSION
The paper studies a network including smart homes with
rooftop PV and battery energy storage (BES). A real time
BES control strategy is applied in each home in order to
achieve energy balance and transactive power flow. The houses
are allowed to trade the power within the network, thereby
establishing a free market, in which the electricity rate is set by

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 6. Daily energy cost in a winter day of (a) each house; (b) average of
different house types. All houses connected to the aggregator have reduced
energy costs. House type ‘BES only’ have the most cost reduction in the
typical winter day.

Figure 7. Daily energy cost in a summer day of (a) each house; (b) average of
different house types. Houses having PV perform as generators in the summer
day due to the high PV generation and relatively low load demands. Houses
selling power have increased gains and houses buying power have reduced
costs when they are all connected to the aggregator.

instantaneous supply and demand. Four different house types
were considered in this study, with three units in each category.
It is found that all different types of houses benefit from the
transactive power flow for the PV and BES ratings considered
in this study. For example, case studies with building load
and weather data derived from BEopt and EnergyPlus show
that for a representative winter day when all houses behave
as consumers, the total daily energy cost is reduced by
approximately 11% on an average. On a typical summer day,
houses with a PV system have an additional 20% of earnings
and houses without renewable sources save 30% of energy
costs.
Houses equipped only with battery energy storage achieve
the highest reduction of electricity costs up to 43% in the
chosen summer day. The paper demonstrates benefits of transactive power flow, and energy storage at the consumer level,
and advantages at the utility level include load shifting and
peak reduction.
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